Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Linda Capps

(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Vice Chairman in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

Dane Bombana

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)
Darrell W. Trousdale (D. Wayne)  
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Sec-Treas. in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman) "Gary Bemboom.

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed

no information requiring disclosure

Candidate Comment:


A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:


A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:


Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)
Eunice I. Lambert (Gene)
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Leg. Dist. #5 in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

Gary Bonneman

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:
__________________________________________________________

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:
__________________________________________________________

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:
__________________________________________________________

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

___________________________________________ (End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one).….must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Rande K. Payne

(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Leg Dist. 6 in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

Gary Bambooner

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Mark A. Johnson

(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Leg Dist. 7 in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

[Signature]

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Browning M. Neddeau
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Leg Dist #7 in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

Gary Bombonai

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)
David F. Carney (Dave)
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Leg Dist. 8 in the election of 2022.

Signed, (Election Committee Chairman) oy Bourbom

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Appendix Form 4 – Publication of Candidacy

Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Angela Riley
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Supreme Court in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman) Justice #1

Gary Bombana

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

__________________________________________________________

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

__________________________________________________________

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

__________________________________________________________

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Robert Tim Coulter
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Supreme Court in the election of 2022 Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

Justice #2 Barry Bomboy

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed

no information requiring disclosure

Candidate Comment:

_________________________________________________________

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

_________________________________________________________

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:

_________________________________________________________

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)....must be by affidavit and contain the following statement:
Appendix Form 4 – Publication of Candidacy

Statement of Candidacy

(Picture furnished by candidate)

Phillip J. Lujan
(Name of candidate as it will appear on the ballot)

The above named individual has lawfully filed an application declaring him (her) self to be a candidate for the office of Chief Judge in the election of 2022. Signed, (Election Committee Chairman)

Gary Babonoura

A background check through NCIC has the following information listed: The check listed

no information requiring disclosure

Candidate Comment:________________________________________________________

A background check through the Citizen Potawatomi Tribal Court has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:________________________________________________________

A background check of Tribal records limited to tribal employment history relating to my personal behavior that has been addressed by formal disciplinary action for misconduct or dishonesty has the following information listed: The check listed no information requiring disclosure.

Candidate Comment:________________________________________________________

Published by the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Election Committee

(End of Form)

Section 4-1-148 is amended to read: (insert in line one)….must be by affidavit and contain the following statement: